Existing orthophoto map based on satellite photography and aerial photography is not precise enough for road marking. This paper proposes a new approach to high-accuracy orthophoto mapping. The approach uses inverse perspective transformation to process the image information and generates the orthophoto fragment. The offline interpolation algorithm is used to process the location information. It processes the dead reckoning and the EKF location information, and uses the result to transform the fragments to the global coordinate system. At last it uses wavelet transform to divides the image to two frequency bands and uses weighted median algorithm to deal with them separately. The result of experiment shows that the map produced with this method has high accuracy.
Introduction
Nowadays orthophoto map plays an important role in navigation, exploration and city planning. Meanwhile orthophoto map of urban environment is becoming a new hot demand. In urban environment, the environment is more complex and more informative. The road environment is the core of urban environment for its complexity, in which there are variety of static items and dynamic items, including road lanes, road signs, sidewalk, pedestrian and vehicles. The static items are important for vehicles driving, navigation and driving safety [1] [2] .
Orthophoto map produced by satellite and aerial photography such as google map cannot get highresolution image information of the road, which make it impossible to extract and identify the road signs. Therefore the image map data vendors now use artificial way for road marking. It decreases the efficiency of map refresh.
In this paper, the authors use road-vehicle system to produce the road orthophoto map. Compared with ordinary orthophoto map, it has obvious advantage in image accuracy.
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Overview of the mapping method
This paper presents a new mapping method: using roadvehicle system with camera of location system.
The method uses road-vehicle camera to capture road image information and uses global position system (GPS), inertial measurement unit (IMU) to get real-time location information, and then generates a serial of road orthophoto fragment with the image information and the camera parameters, at last mosaics the fragment according to their position information and fuses the huge amount of fragment to a whole map. The System implementation framework is shown in Figure 1 . 
Overview of data collection
In the data collection system, a special data collecting vehicle is necessary. There are two slightly oblique camera equipped on the roof of vehicle whose view intersects in front of the vehicle. The data collecting vehicle is also equipped with GPS and IMU. The installation is shown in Figure 2 . After the installation, the camera outside parameters should be calibrated. In the collection process the cameras cannot be moved and the collected image information and position information should be synchronized.
Offline interpolation algorithm
The map generation method has high requirements in the precision of data collecting vehicle's location.
The dead reckoning information is smooth enough but has accumulated error [3] . The fusion information from GPS and IMU with expand Kalman filter (EKF) [ 
Map splicing
Upon completion of image acquisition and precise positioning of the vehicle, the authors use the inverse perspective transform [6] method to transform camera image to road orthophoto fragment frame by frame, the result is shown in figure 4 . Then the vehicle location information is used to move, whirl and scale the image, at last projecting them to the global coordinate system.
Actually the authors use the methods reversely, choosing the point in global coordinate and transform it to vehicle coordinate with the position information, at last transform it to the image coordinate using inverse perspective transform to find original pixels.
Suppose the position of one point in the global coordinate system is (x, y), the camera parameters of the inverse perspective transform is m 1 to m 8 , the position of the data collecting vehicle when the point collected is Fig.4 . This is the result of inverse perspective transform.
Map fusion based on weighted median and wavelet transform
In the map generation system discussed in the paper, the work of map fusion is to integrate a large number of overlapping orthophoto fragment to a whole map. The random location error of the fragments, the uncertain of the association between the fragments and the lack of an absolute reliable reference make the global alignment very difficult. The decrease of the local error will not cause the decrease of the global error. In many cases even increase it.
Therefore the problem of map fusion can be summarized as the information selection among huge amount of hard-aligning and overlapping image.
Weighted median algorithm
In this paper, we use the weighted median algorithm as the base of map fusion. The algorithm sorts the points at same position according to their gray, and selects the variable related to the distance to the camera as the weigh, at last selects the point closest to the half of the sum of the weight.
The serial of the sorted points is p 1 to p n and their weight is w 1 to w n . The point selected at last is the one minimized the value of R i 1 1
The median algorithm overcomes the fuzzy of mean algorithm. For example there is a yellow point at position A in the real world and the camera collected the point 10 times. From the result of the error only 7 points collected were located to A and another 3 were located to B or C. The result of mean algorithm of A is not the same as it should be but the result of median algorithm is correct. However if the error increase and less than 5 point were located at A, the yellow will be cleared.
Therefore the median algorithm can select information more correctly if the error is limited.
In order to limit the error we use weighted median algorithm and include the distance between the point and the camera as the main parameter of the weight. The point closer to the camera has higher resolution and less rotation error. Its weight should be higher.
After the experiments we choose the weight: The median algorithm need the majority of the error of the pixels be limited and weighted median algorithm relaxes the requirements that the error of the pixels close to the camera should be limited. In order to meet the requirements the authors limit the vision of the camera and make the proximal of the vision as close as possible to the camera.
The result of weighted median map fusion is shown in figure 5 . 
Wavelet transform introduction
In the processing of map fusion, lace of road lane and mark is much important, so some detail and grain information should be well kept in order to make the result more realistic and easy-recognized. In existing mean fusion, HSI image fusion [7] , Laplace image fusion [8] and wavelet transform fusion, wavelet transform distinguishes the structure and grain information of the image and treats them separately in order to keep more grain information.
Image fusion base on wavelet transform is the hot issue in today's image fusion area. It uses multiresolution analysis and mallat fast algorithm, using the directional character and non-redundancy of wavelet decomposition to treat images on different feature domain, picking up structure and grain information effectively. Image with an L level wavelet transform, will have (3L + 1) layers of sub-band, including the low-frequency sub-band C and high-frequency sub-band H, V, D. The low-frequency sub-band mainly consists the structure information and the high-frequency subband consists the detail and grain information [9] .
Algorithm flow is shown in Figure 6 . 
Wavelet transform strategy
The wavelet transform strategy of low-frequency and high-frequency sub-band is the core [10] of wavelet transform. Different fusion strategy brings different result.
Existing strategy such as local gradient average strategy, local variance strategy and local energy strategy fuses the map in different sub-band according to the statistics information, which is not as strong as the weight information according to the pixels distance.
According to the result in chapter 3.2, weighted median image fusion is effective, so the authors choose it as the low-frequency fusion strategy.
The high-frequency fusion strategy is important for grain and detail information. After the experience the authors choose a low-pass-filter plus the weighted median algorithm.
The result of wavelet transform is shown in figure  7 . Figure 8 shows the wide range experiment result in Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Figure 8 -a is the thumbnail of the whole map and 8-b is the same position in Google Map. Figure 8 -c shows the enlarged map and 8-d is the same position in Google Map but it can't be enlarged anymore. Actually the real resolution of the result is 0.0187 meters per pixel. It's narrowed for the limit of paper space. Figure 8 -e and 8-f show some detail in the map. 8-e is a road which has been collected twice from different direction. It shows that the way of map fusion can fuse the map with different illumination angle. 8-f is a road sign, it's clear enough for road marking.
Experiment result
There are errors exist because of the bumpy in road and the camera error. Figure 8 -g shows the distorted result.
Summary the mapping method has good performance in the wide range experiments. 
Conclusion and outlook
Existing orthophoto map based on satellite photography and aerial photography is not precise enough for road marking. This paper presents the method of using camera and vehicle location information for road orthophoto mapping. It uses offline interpolation algorithm for location and uses inverse perspective transform for map splicing. In the part of map fusion, the method use wavelet transform to distinguish the lowfrequency and high-frequency sub-band, and then use weighted median algorithm to treat them separately. The result of experiment shows that the map produced with this method has high accuracy.
In the future, the authors will use laser radar to detect obstacle and pedestrians in order to remove them from the map. On the other hand the moving shadow detection [11] can be used to improve image quality.
